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ABSTRACT
Quality of Service (QoS) is a crucial mechanism where the network
manages its finite resources to meet the demands promised for
some applications at the cost of forsaking some other applications’
needs. Information Centric Networking (ICN), although great at
features such as name based addressing, decoupling host from data,
in network caching, etc., still offers best effort service. This restricts
the network suitability for safety critical applications such as teleoperated driving or real-time multimedia applications that often
demand guaranteed bandwidth and delay. Reserving sufficient resources as well as establishing an admission control mechanism
is one way to ensure performance guarantees. We present a paper emphasizing the need for a "better than best-effort service" in
Named Data Networking (NDN), the functionalities to fulfil for a
QoS mechanism and the open challenges in establishing resource
reservation in NDN.
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INTRODUCTION

Several safety critical applications such as tele-operated driving,
connected vehicles, etc. demand guaranteed network resource provisioning with extremely low latencies. Other applications such as
video conferencing request for dedicated bandwidth for smooth
data delivery to users. Quality of Service (QoS) is hence, an essential
attribute for such applications to function seamlessly even across
limited network capacity. Information Centric Networking (ICN)
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architectures such as Named Data Networking (NDN) [10] is a fairly
young conception, being researched over the last decade. There
are still some crucial aspects in NDN, such as QoS, that are left
unresolved down to the finest details.
The QoS mechanisms are often characterized by three main
functions namely flow identification/classification - to distinguish
the traffic that needs to be treated differently from the rest, flow
specification - the QoS requirements to be met and flow treatment
- specifies how the flow needs to be handled in order to meet its
specifications. We discuss the design decisions and open challenges
for integrating these functionalities with NDN in Section 2.
Resource reservation is an essential for achieving performance
guarantees amidst dynamic traffic characteristics and resource contentions. In traditional IP networks, end-to-end resource reservation is established using the Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP)
[11]. This protocol has many similarities to the NDN architecture,
making it an intuitive first step towards an RSVP-like resource
reservation in NDN. For instance, both NDN and the RSVP protocol
are receiver-driven, support multicasting capabilities, store state
per interest/query at the intermediate forwarders, etc. However,
there are also drawbacks of RSVP for IP networks which may be
retained or at times even worsened when trying to adapt RSVP-like
mechanisms for NDN. We discuss on the related work focussing on
resource reservation in NDN, its similarities with the RSVP protocol
and the open challenges in incorporating an end-to-end resource
reservation protocol for NDN in Section 3.

2

QUALITY OF SERVICE FOR NDN

In this section, we present some initial works on using the inherent
features of NDN for flow identification, specification and treatment.
Although there is a large scope for fine granular and expressive flow
classification and specification strengthened by the name based
adddressing in NDN, there are also challenges pertaining to hop-byhop forwarding, producer-agnostic networking, and storage and
management of per-interest state at the forwarders.
For flow classification, the hierarchical namespaces for naming
data objects can be used for defining equivalence classes based
on which the traffic is distinguished at desired prefix granularity.
An initial flow classificiation specification [6] for ICN has been
proposed where the intermediate forwarders recognize the prefixes
from their equivalence class name type or count and handle the
flows accordingly. These methods support a wide granularity of
flows derived from their names which needs to be handled with
the similar granularity of treatment mechanisms.
Flow specification is often consumer driven, expressed as parts
of interest while the flow treatment can be a combination of both
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consumer needs of how the interest has to be handled as well as
the producer’s description of the nature of data mapped to the interest. The use of hierarchical namespaces widens the potential for
rather expressive flow specifications. Named Function-as-a-Service
(NFaaS) [5] already puts this into effect by using special keywords
like "bandwidth hungry" and "delay sensitive" in names, to change
the forwarding behavior of NDN forwarders. Cenk Gündoğan et.
al. [3] define reliable, prompt and regular keywords to mark
flows in order to be treated differently. While flows marked with
prompt are latency conscious, flows marked with reliable ensure reliable data delivery. Expressive flow specifications demand
diverse treatment mechanisms as well which challenges the processing and memory management at the forwarders degrading
their performance and speed. This limits the number of different
QoS specifications that can be supported. [4] suggests having a
hierarchy of QoS specification for easier handling.
The flow treatments can be established by manipulating the resources at forwarders such as Content Store (CS), Pending Interest
Table (PIT) and Forwarding Information Base (FIB) and the link
capacity. For example, consumers can manipulate the forwarding
behavior by specifing the forwarding strategy to use for an interest
or enable special caching strategies for different classes of flows.
Cenk Gündoğan et. al. [3] suggest prioritized forwarding, prioritybased cache replacement decisions and PIT management to enable
rapid forwarding of priority traffic as QoS treatment mechanisms
incorporated at every router. For instance, [1] presented flow treatments by treating data based on its popularity and determine the
cache placement of such data in one of three placements namely locally cached, remotely cached and uncached data in CCN networks.
[4] gives an overview of the different methods of incorporating
QoS treatments.

3

RESOURCE RESERVATION FOR NDN

Reserving sufficient resources along with an admission control
mechanism to map the reserved resources to the flow is one way to
ensure performance guarantees. Although there are contributions
towards favourable design decisions for QoS [7], and some early
resource reservation concepts for NDN, they often do not address
all functionalities of a QoS mechanism in an efficient manner.
The decentralized RSVP [11] protocol used in IP networks, is a
receiver driven protocol, where the reciever initiates the resv message. The resv message traverses across the intermediate routers
until it reaches the sender. The sender then sets up appropriate
control parameters and sends the path message. The path message
contains information about the nature of the data, along with the
path information appended at each router for the upcoming request
to follow. If the requested resources cannot be allocated for the flow,
the resv message is responded with a negative acknowledgement.
RSVP in IP has its similarities with NDN. RSVP follows a request/response mechanism, similar to the interest/data flow in NDN.
Similar to NDN, the receivers in RSVP are notified of the status of
reservation request with an acknowledgement in their response.
Both NDN and RSVP requires storage of state at the forwarders
on path to the producer. Due to these aspects, adapting RSVP-like
mechanisms for NDN seems a straight forward solution.
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Tian Pan et. al. [8] offer an SDN-based centralized approach for
optimal cache reservation to provide deterministic latency guarantees. Traditional IP networks use decentralized approach where the
end-to-end resource allocation could be inefficient due to lack of
globally optimal resource reservations. Establishing resource reservation in NDN using SDN-like centralized approach for mapping
the requests with resources has serious scalability issues as the controller has to perform per-flow, per-hop, per-consumer decisions.
SCARI [9] is a strategic caching and reservation for ICN that
follows RSVP-like mechanisms to reserve bandwidth and cache
end-to-end. It uses data prefixes for both flow identification and
specification while the flow treatment is done by manipulating
the content store at forwarding routers and reserving bandhwidth.
However, it does not address admission control mechanism for
consumers of data. Adaptive bandwidth reservation [2] follows a
similar mechanism for reserving bandwidth for CCN. Such solutions
reserve resources for the data instead of the consumer. There is also
a need for a strategy to identify and mitigate wasteful reservation
of resources by spurious consumers.
The very advantage that NDN provides for expressive QoS specification is also a disadvantage when mapping infinite options of
namespaces to finite set of resources. More flexible and general the
specification is, more strain is added to the routers to meet these
requirements. As queues and priority levels increase, the expenses
to reserve dedicated CS, PIT and FIB resources rises.
RSVP protocol in IP already has scalability concerns owing to the
storage of per-flow state in the network rendering it suitable mostly
for only private small scale networks. This worsens with NDN as
it needs to store and manage state on a per-topic, per-interest and
per-consumer basis as well as process the control messages further
degrading the forwarding performance. Resources reserved for only
long as interest lifetime alleviates the scalability issues to an extent. Due to the hop-by-hop producer agnostic forwarding in NDN,
providing an end-to-end dedicated resources along with admission
control segregating the consumers who requested reservation from
those who didn’t, are open challenges to be addressed.

4

CONCLUSION

Several applications demand certain guarantee of operation from
the network. NDN, an ICN based network architecture, offers best
effort service. Establishing QoS mechanisms is essential for NDN
to be widely adopted. In this paper, we present the building blocks
of QoS mechanisms, discuss the merits and demerits of the NDN
architecture’s inherent features for adopting QoS, and as a first
step on the analysis of the suitability of an RSVP-like resource
reservation for NDN. We see that although, RSVP appears to be a
promising integration to NDN, there are still some drawbacks that
needs to be solved with priority.
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